Why Change?
In a digitally driven economy, delivering high-quality applications at a competitive pace is mandatory. To deliver better
software faster, you must be able to seamlessly test the applications and the data.

Why now?
Lack of quality data is one of the primary contributors
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We produce around 2.5 quintillion bytes of data in
various forms: social posts, web searches, transactions,
etc. (Forbes, 2018). To ensure this data is handled with
care and quality, you must be able to test it. With
GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) becoming
stringent, not using compliant data during testing could
cost hefty fines and hamper smooth business continuity.
Synthetic data saves you from these.
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Solution
Avo’s intelligent Test Data Management (iTDM) solution offers production-like, relevant, and compliant data with a few
clicks. It streamlines the entire test data management process making testing cost-effective and faster.
iTDM aims to provide the right data in the right environment to the right requestor everytime.

With iTDM, you can
Fast forward time-to-market by delivering applications well within the timelines
Build top quality software leveraging synthetic data that mimics your production environment
Identify non-compliant data in non-production environments
Adhere to data privacy regulations and provide only relevant data downstream
Comply with on-demand and conﬁgurable data privacy regulations that are continually evolving

Technical Capabilities
1. Data discovery: Helps manage Personal Identiﬁable Information (PII) with data discovery and automation
2. Data Obfuscation: Secures sensitive data for PII compliance
3. Synthetic data generation: Dynamically generates synthetic data that mimics real-world data using AI/ML
4. Data provisioning: Provisions, analyzes, and searches data
5. Supports open architecture with easily pluggable custom modules
6. Built and deployed on open-source technologies and container framework
7. Multiple security options at the lowest levels of data
8. Can handle billions of records on commodity hardware

If you want to know how Avo iTDM can help your enterprise, reach out to us,
and we will schedule a demo for you with our experts.
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Avo is the gold standard for quality-first and human-centered
automations that are the simplest to use, most intelligent, and
TM

continually resilient
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